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LITHUANIA´S BIG STEPS

2017 was in many ways a revolutionary year

ESTONIA´S VERSION OF
LOI EVIN

when it comes to alcohol policy in NordicBaltic region. Baltic countries, which are
known as the top-drinking nations in the
world, made huge steps in alcohol policy and
are now, in many ways, positive examples to

FINLAND WEAKENS THE
MONOPOLY

others in Europe.
It showed that when there is the right amount
of political will and public support, it doesn´t
matter if there is a European Alcohol Strategy
or not or how powerful is the alcohol industry.

ICELAND IS OUT OF
DANGER?

Finnish experience, unfortunately, showed
that if the political situation is unfavourable,
it doesn´t matter how strong are the public
health advocates arguments and proofs.
It all comes down to the politicians.
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What has happened since?

Lithuania did it!
The latest support letter to the
Parliament of Lithuania was sent on
May 2, 2017.
"With your proposed measures you
have addressed all the relevant areas
of alcohol policies. Limiting alcohol
availability, banning alcohol
advertising and raising alcohol taxes
have all strongest evidence base in
reducing per capita consumption and
harm that is related to that."

Passing the law
required intense
NGO involvement.

AURELIJUS VERYGA, HEALTH MINISTER OF
LITHUANIA

Law changes came into effect on 1 January
2018. Lithuania became the first and

- NIJOLE GOSTAUTAITE MIDTTUN

currently the only country in European

On 9 June 2017, President Dalia

Union where alcohol advertising is banned.

Grybauskaitė signed new alcohol

With that, it joined countries like Norway

control measures that raise the

and Iceland where ad ban has been

minimum drinking age, restrict

effectively enforced for decades.

alcohol sale hours and ban alcohol

As in addition to ad ban the legal age for

advertising, as adopted by the

alcohol consumption was increased to 20

Parliament of the Republic of

years and further restrictions on alcohol

Lithuania on 1 June 2017.

selling hours in shops were introduced (the

In an article-by-article voting on

taxes on all alcoholic beverages were

amendments to the Law on Alcohol

substantially increased already in March

Control, the Seimas rejected a

2017), this policy change is promising that

proposal to leave the minimum legal

the per capita consumption rates will

drinking age unchanged at 18.

decrease in Lithuania.
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What has happened since?

Estonia introduces
it´s own version of
Loi Evin
In addition to it´s own multiple letters
to support Estonian alcohol policy
bill NordAN asked for similar
interventions also from other
international organisations and letters
were sent from Eurocare, Lithuanian
Tobacco and Alcohol Control Coalition
ANPAA from France, EUCAM and
European Heart Network.

Estonian alcohol
policy bill was first
introduced back in
October 2015.
On December 21, 2017, with a 49-40
vote, the Riigikogu passed
amendments to the Alcohol Act and
Advertising Act which will restrict
alcohol sales and advertising

JEVGENI OSSINOVSKI, HEALTH MINISTER OF
ESTONIA

amend the list of locations where alcohol
advertising is banned, and clarify
provisions that restrict the advertising of
alcoholic beverages with the help of cheap
prices as well as the advertising
requirements set for health warnings.
As handling the bill took longer than
planned, the dates of entry into force were

conditions.
The law will change provisions in the
Alcohol Act concerning the regulation
of alcohol sales, presentation of
alcoholic products and identification
of the age of the buyer in the sale of
alcoholic beverages.
The law will change the provisions of

also changed. Provisions concerning
advertising restrictions are to enter into
force on June 1, 2018. Stores, meanwhile,
will be given a year and a half for the
reorganization of their premises, and the
provisions affecting them are to enter into
force on June 1, 2019.

the Advertising Act that restrict the
content of alcohol advertisements,
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What has happened since?

Finland takes a
step back

The decision was made ignoring strong
opposition from public health community

The whole Finland discussed whether
it would be wise and acceptable to
allow stronger alcoholic drinks to
grocery stores. NordAN added it´s
voice to support the position of
national monopoly system Alko.
NordAN sent letters in January 16 and
September 19 urging local politicians
to listen their "own alcohol and public
health experts who have warned
against these changes."

in Finland which was supported also by
international organisations like NordAN
and Eurocare.
Report by National Institute for Health and
Welfare found that proposed change would
result in 6% increase in total consumption,
150 additional alcohol-related deaths a year
and additional 1500 alcohol-related
hospital cases a year.
Experts also predicted that there will be a
need for increased police resources in
amount ranging from 15-30 million euros
per year. Police´s own estimation was that
there will be a need for 300 extra police

We are also concerned
how changes in Alko
could influence other
Nordic monopolies

officers.

- LAURI BEEKMANN
Finland’s parliament voted on
December 15 to approve the sale of
stronger alcohol in grocery stores.
From March 2018, supermarkets will
be able to sell alcoholic products up to
5.5 percent in alcohol strength, up
from the current limit of 4.7 percent.
Stronger drinks will continue to be
sold exclusively by Alko, but the new
law allows the state-owned alcohol
retailer to extend its opening hours to
9 pm on weekdays.
102 MPs voted for the proposal and 89
against.
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What has happened since?

Iceland - situation
has stabilized
In recent years members of the
Icelandic Parliament have repeatedly
submitted private member’s bills to
the Parliament with the aim to abolish
the state’s monopoly on retail sale of
alcohol and extend the right to all
retail outlets in the country. These
proposals have been eagerly debated
and met with increasing and,
according to surveys, broad resistance
from the public which opposes such
change in the country‘s alcohol policy.
Non-governmental organisations,
especially those working in the fields

SVANDÍS SVAVARSDÓTTIR, HEALTH MINISTER OF

of youth work, public health and social

ICELAND

affairs have very strongly opposed

Three parties form the majority, The Left

such change. Even domestic

green party, which is the party furthest to the

microbreweries have voiced

left, the Independent party, which is the party

opposition to these bills. So far these

furthest to the right and the Progressive party

bills have not made it through.

which is a right-center party. The Independent

Those oppositions have among other

party has caused the most problems with

things referred to the exceptional

regarding alcohol policy, but others have been

success Iceland has achieved in recent

alcohol policy NGO´s strongest allies.

years combatting alcohol and drug use

Health, Svandís Svavarsdóttir, comes from the

among young people in the country

left green party and is a strong supporter of

and warned of increased consumption

Iceland´s alcohol policy, plus being a very

of alcohol with retrospective alcohol-

determinant politician.

related problems. The argumentation

„I am quite relieved and happy with that. As

has been simple: Why change what

far as I can see, based on my knowledge about

has been successful and effective?

the present members of our Parliament, we

In the end of November 2017 a new

might now get some brake with our alcohol

coalition government in Iceland was

policy, at least for the time being,“ said

introduced after about four weeks

NordAN board member from Iceland, Arni

negotiation.

Einarsson.
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What has happened since?

Greenland bans
alcohol advertising
Lithuania wasn´t the only country that
introduced a total ban on alcohol
advertising in our region. On
November 20, Greenland´s Parliament,
Inatsisartut, adopted a new alcohol
policy which includes a total ban on
alcohol advertising and a regulation
that alcoholic goods shall be kept
separate from other goods in shops.
NordAN congratulated the
government and the parliament for
this wise change in alcohol policy.

Information from the
police, the health and
social services and the
Children’s Ombudsman
clearly shows that we
(Greenland) have a
significant alcohol
problem. Alcohol is more
or less always involved in
cases of violence, sexual
assault and care neglect.
- MRS AGATHE FONTAIN,
MINISTER OF HEALTH

GREENLAND´S PARLIAMENT, INATSISARTUT

“Furthermore, there is a connection
between abuse, suicide attempts and
suicide. The Youth Wellbeing Survey from
2011 shows that 60 percent of the girls and
40 percent of the boys in the age 15 to 17
have experienced one or more kinds of
abuse in their own home.
Alcohol abuse is widespread in our society,
and it has far-reaching consequences for
the children and families who live with it.
Alcohol destroys life for so many children
to such an extent that they struggle to
make life work as adults, and many of them
end up as abusers,” minister Fontain
added.
The policy was adopted by a large support
as two major parties, Siumut and Inuit
Attaqatiigit, as well as the Partii Naleraq,
were behind these changes.
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What has happened since?

Estonian EU
presidency tried

presidency conference.
On December 8th Council Conclusions on
Cross-border aspects in alcohol policy –

How to tackle harmful use of alcohol

tackling the harmful use of alcohol was

was presented as one of the Estonian

adopted. Conclusions call on the

EU Council Presidency priorities in

European Commission, among other

health policies. NordAN addressed EU

points, to produce and adopt a new EU

health ministers before their informal

Alcohol Strategy and propose better

meeting in Tallinn on 20-21 July,

provisions for alcohol labelling by the end

where alcohol issues were discussed

of 2019.

and further plans made.

Estonian presidency´s effort to further
alcohol policy in European level is
admirable but as Politico stated, "it wasn’t

While alcohol policy is
mainly the responsibility
of each Member State,
our common market
does create situations
where we need EU wide
solutions and
interventions.

able to convince the European
Commission to propose a new alcohol
strategy at a European level." The Health
file received lowest rating from Politico 5/10.

- NORDAN LETTER
The Estonian Presidency held an
international conference ‘Cross-Border
Aspects in Alcohol Policy – Tackling
Harmful Use of Alcohol’ in Tallinn, on
30-31 October. The general aim of the
conference was to reduce alcoholrelated harm in the EU by
strengthening member states’
capacities for implementing effective
health policy and tackling cross-border
issues. NordAN adopted a resolution on
cross-border alcohol issues which was
shared among the participants of the
NORDAN REPORT, 2018

